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Dental- and Eye-laser-clinics in Hungary: the more you fix, the more you save
Hungary is a place, where many Europeans have their teeth fixed, their eyes lasered, their glasses replaced or
their beauty enhanced, for what they think is a budget price. Having said this, many end up paying more than
they would in their home country. The more you gild your teeth or eyes, the more you save, and the bigger the
doctor’s condominium on Lake Balaton gets. This helps the clients, and the doctors alike!
However, if you know what you DON’T want, and if you resist the temptation to let you talk into a unnecessary
luxurious solution (primarily intended to separate you from your money), you can find some real bargains in
Hungary. For instance, even a listing of the Indian Health Ministry states Hungary as the cheapest place for
quality cataract operations.

Dental treatment
We start with amplifying dental treatments. Sopron (that has also an eye laser clinic) and Mosonmagyaróvár
are probably the two Hungarian towns most popular with dental tourists. Both are teeming with dental clinics.
As Sopron is considered Hungary’s most expensive town, also Sopron’s dentists are significantly more
expensive than their colleagues in Mosonmagyaróvár. However, dental treatments at both places can be
amazingly cheap, if you make sure, your teeth get fixed, NOT GILDED! We’ve found a German survey, stating
that 2/3 of all crowns done in Eastern-Europe’s dental tourist meccas, were unnecessary, as a simpler solution
would have done the job too. Competition is big and dentists are desperately looking for business! For
instance, already Mosonmagyaróvár has between 200 and 300 dentists, depending on whom you ask. That
(almost) all speak German, and some also English or French, is self-understood.
Just as in big parts of the world, Hungarian dentists tend to recommend crowns, for teeth that can be fixed with
a filling, and implants, for teeth that could be fixed with crowns or a bridge!
After mentioning a dentist in French Polynesia who re-assembled a broken dental-bridge for € 80.- with a goldpin, the owner of a Hungarian dental clinic spontaneously replied: “I can’t believe that such honest dentists do
exist!” Sure enough, the dentists take advantage of the fact that many patients think, as they’re in a cheap
country, they should demand the best, not the most sensible treatment. However, the best sometimes also
comes with some drawbacks, yet; beauty knows no pain! Anyway, many clients come to Hungary in the first
place, to have their teeth beautified, not to have them fixed and strengthened!
For my dental bridge, the first dental clinic asked for an x-ray, hence made a binding offer for € 6.180 (resp. €
4.830 with cheaper materials), including implants, bone grafting and removing of some teeth I never, ever had
a problem with. Finally, I Heinz, found another Hungarian dental clinic, coincidently with a German dentist, who
offered on request the same solution recommended at several dentists (I’ve visited) in Singapore, Malaysia
and France. For that solution-focused dental-bridge, the German-Hungarian dentist demanded € 1.150 only,
five times less!
The chosen dental clinic was one of only a few without obviously faked online-reviews. Doesn’t it just smell to
high heaven if dozens of “contend customers” (most with only this one review) give a five-star rating and get
tickled pink looking forward to the next appointment with this excellent dentist?

Eye-laser-clinics
Now we rise from the mouth one floor up to the eyes. Laser clinics can be found in Budapest, Győr, Sopron
and probably a few other large Hungarian towns. Accurate end of 2019, the new laser clinic in Sopron,
attached to a dental clinic, is probably the best bet for medicinal tourists. The very qualified team is fluent in
German, most members also in English. As this clinic is new in business, they’re still competitively priced.
Though, the receptionist at this eye clinic was more of a sales-assistant than a doctor’s assistant. She insisted,
ONLY the doctor can decide, whether it is possible to operate only one eye. Well, even if you would be blind
on both eyes, it’s still your right to decide, having a surgery on one is plenty! Surely, most clients come here
because of morbid vanity, not because they have cataract, they just want to get rid of their glasses. The most
recommended cataract solution comes with laser assistance and implanted multifocal lenses with astigmatism
correction. Such treatment will set you back some € 4,600 for both eyes. Surely, they mention that this
package comes with some drawbacks, but they emphasize that most clients are more than happy to accept a
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few downsides for the benefit of not wearing glasses. The few pitfalls do only affect freak contemporaries who
do such unusual things like using computers or driving after twilight, indeed! Otherwise, nobody is affected, at
least not during the first few years, and then most need glasses again anyway, as we were told by several
people who have had the treatment a few years ago.
I decided to have medical attendance of the cataract on the inferior of my two eyes only. For an implanted toric
monofocal lens, including all necessary pre-examination and follow-up checks, I paid less than € 1.200. The
result of the 10 minutes’ surgery (plus a couple of hours preparations) is amazing. My treated eye sees now
quite good to the distance, whereas my other eye does a fairly good job while reading. Miraculously, my brain
composes it all together – what a smarty I got! So, I’m more than pleased with the result.
Whereas before, the treated eye was almost blind (< 20%), and the other one had an acceptable visibility, but
only with strong glasses, I see now quite clear into the distance, as well as reading. I still need glasses when
using a computer and driving a car (for reading the instruments).

Plastic surgery and glasses
That many Hungarian dental clinics also offer plastic surgery, is quite convenient. After all, customers who
have their teeth done (often only for the sake of beauty), get a small discount for surgeries on eyes, ears, lips,
crinkles, bums, boobs, wiener, arms, legs and so on. Everything can get enlarged, except the Brain. Probably
the doctors dread, their valuable clientele would realize after a brain-enlargement that a plastic surgery only
pays off for the implementing physician…
A common misconception is, that glasses can be found much cheaper in Hungary, than in Western-Europe.
Well, purpose-built, no-brand quality glasses can easily be found for the same price, or even a fair bit cheaper,
already in nearby Vienna. Only contemporaries believing in brand-names, for glasses and frames, will strike a
bargain in Hungary. Dead certain, if we would feel like owning a Porsche, we would go to a car dealership, not
to an optician! So, we waited until we got to Vienna, where both of us had a couple of new glasses done.
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